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Quality Assurance 
What 

fraction of 
papers?

Observer vs 
automation

Strongly 
dependent on 

flex/classic

High rates make 
real-time 
analysis 

challenging
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Scheduling

Calibration and QA

Faults

Weather 
Only half the 

observatories use a 
database fault 

system

Everyone uses 
everyone else’s 

weather 
measurements

Flex or queue?

Remote or 
summit?



65%

35%

Remote operations - all 
observatories either are in full/
partial remote operations or 

planning on it

45%

55%
Nearly even split between flex 

(queue) observing and classical 
scheduling



Faults and efficiency
About half of MK telescopes report using a database 

(searchable) fault reporting system

Value return is not just in keeping fault rates low (<3%) but for 
training, historical tracking, redundancy

Highest time losses reported are in instrument downtime, 
dome/shutter failures… and software
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